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1 Executive Summary 

This deliverable aims at providing a framework for the administrative aspects of In2Track3. It 
covers escalation, review processes, deliverables and amendment process, as well as gives a 
brief outline of the dissemination channels. 

Deliverables shall follow the structure made by the scientific coordinator at the beginning of the 
project and shall be merged into the Shift2Rail template. 

Social media channels are two websites, LinkedIn and Twitter, the project document integration 
and collaboration site is ProjectPlace. 

CooperationTool is used by a small number of persons in the project and for the documents 
required by the JU. Work in progress, reviews etc is handled through ProjectPlace. 
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2 Abbreviations and acronyms  

 

 

Abbreviation / Acronym Description 

CA Consortium Agreement 

CCA Cross-Cutting Activities  

COLA Collaboration Agreement  

CT Cooperation Tool 

EC European Commission 

EU European Union 

F2F Face to Face 

GA  Grant Agreement 

H2020 Horizon 2020 

IKOP In-kind contributions 

JU Joint Undertaking (Shift2Rail) 

RP Reporting Period 

SC Steering Committee 

TD Technology Demonstrator 

TMT Technical Management Team 

WP Work Package 

WPC Work Progress Chart 
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3 Background  

The present document constitutes the Deliverable D6.1 “Project Handbook” in the framework of 
the administrative framework work packages expected by every project.  

4 Objective/Aim  

The project is a follow-up project to In2Track2, and began formally in January 2021. The 
“In2Track” series of projects began in 2015 with In2Rail (http://www.in2rail.eu/home.aspx), 
which was followed in 2016 by In2Track 
(https://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip3_n.aspx?p=IN2TRACK), in 2018 by In2Track2 
(https://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip3_n.aspx?p=IN2TRACK2) and now In2Track3, which will last 
between 2021–2023. The project will have no follow-ups within the Shift2Rail program, as the 
program is being closed as planned during the In2Track3 lifetime. 

In order to manage and work in the project in an administratively efficient manner, the Project 
Handbook is a tool to the how’s and what’s of the daily work. Its purpose and objective is to 
provide simple guidelines how In2Track3 manages its governance structure such as the Technical 
Management Team (TMT), the Steering Committee (SC), and also how the important review 
processes for deliverables will be performed. The goal has been to make these guidelines as clear 
as possible and easy to follow.  

http://www.in2rail.eu/home.aspx
https://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip3_n.aspx?p=IN2TRACK
https://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip3_n.aspx?p=IN2TRACK2
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5 Project governance 

The project’s technical research work on Switches and Crossings (enhanced and next 
generation), Track (enhanced and next generation) and Tunnels and Bridges is carried out in 5 
Work Packages; WP1-WP5. These are led by 3 different partners. Project management, technical 
and scientific coordination and quality together with dissemination and exploitation activities are 
managed in WP6-8. These are all led by Trafikverket. Trafikverket also has the role of Project 
Coordinator. 

There are two management bodies aiding with the governance of the project: the Steering 
Committee and the Technical Management Team. Each WP is divided into tasks with designated 
task leaders. 

The organisation is laid out below. 

WP1 

Enhanched S&C

VIF

WP2 

Next Gen S&C

RAILEN

WP3 

Enhanced track

TRV

WP4 

Next Gen Track

RAILEN

WP5 

Tunnels & Bridges

TRV

Technical 

Management Team
TRV, ACC, RAILEN, HIT, 

IP, NR, SNCF-R, VIF

Steering Committee

TRV, NR, HIT, 

VIF, RAILEN

Project Coordinator

TRV

Shift2Rail JU

Task leaders WP1

WP6 

Project Mgmt

TRV

WP7 

Sci Coord & Quality

TRV

WP8 

Diss, Expl, Comm

TRV

Task leaders WP2 Task leaders WP3 Task leaders WP4 Task leaders WP5

Technical Work Packages Administrative Work Packages  

5.1 Project Coordinator 

The Project Coordinator is the legal entity central contact point outwards towards the Shift2Rail 
JU, and also the central contact point inwards for the project partners. Part of the role inwards is 
to administer the Shift2Rail financial funding within the project, review reports and monitor 
compliance with the GA (i.e. project management), while the outwards responsibilities are to 
provide financial and technical data requested by the JU and inform the JU of any event that 
might affect the project’s implementation. 

In addition, the Coordinator has a regular role as project partner. 
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The coordinator shall (as listed in the CA): 

(a) monitor compliance by the project partners with their obligations, i.e. perform traditional project manager 

activities 

(b) keep the address list of the project partners and other contact persons updated and available (see also 

Chapters 6.1 and 6.2) 

(c) collect, review to verify consistency and submitting reports, other deliverables (including financial 

statements and related certifications) and specific requested documents to the Shift2Rail JU 

(d) administer, prepare the minutes and provide the chair of the SC, and follow-up the decisions of the SC 

(e) transmit documents and information connected with the work performed to project partners concerned 

(f) administer the financial contribution of the Shift2Rail JU and fulfilling the financial tasks as described in the 

CA 

(g) verify whether the project partners identified in the GA complete the necessary formalities for accession to 

the GA in accordance with the GA 

(h) provide, upon request, the project partners with official copies or originals of documents which are in the 

sole possession of the Coordinator when such copies or originals are necessary for the project partners to 

present claims 

(i) maintain details of approvals given in relation to material that is subject to Controlled License Terms  

(j) maintain and on request circulate both during and for four years (after the period of the Action set out in 

Article 3 of the Grant Agreement) a brief annual synopsis of Exploitations as envisaged by Article 28.1 of the 

Grant Agreement as disclosed by the Project partners to the Coordinator when requested by the Coordinator 

(k) without any liability remind the project partners with the obligation of the partners' compliance with 

competition law rules 

If one or more of the project partners is late in submission of any project deliverable, the 
Coordinator may nevertheless submit the other project partners’ deliverables and all other 
documents required by the GA to the Shift2Rail JU in time. 

5.2 Steering Committee 

In2Track3 Steering Committee consists of Trafikverket (chair), Hitachi, Network Rail, Virtual 
Vehicle and Railenium, and is responsible for the following tasks to be conducted: 

(a) discuss proposals to the project partners for the review and/or amendment of the terms of the GA and CA 

(b) review and approve policies for exploitation, dissemination and communication  

(c) propose to the project partners modifications or withdrawals to Attachment 1 (Background included) 

(d) proposals to the project partners for the accession of a new project partner to the consortium and approval 

of the settlement on the conditions of the accession of such a new Project partner 

(e) proposals to the project partners for the withdrawal of a partner from the consortium and the approval of 

the settlement on the conditions of the withdrawal 

(f) identification of a substantial breach by a project partner of its obligations under the CA or the GA 

(g) declaration, remedies and termination of a defaulting partner 

(h) proposals to the Shift2Rail JU for a change of the Coordinator if made a defaulting project partner 

(i) proposals to the Shift2Rail JU for suspension or termination of all or part of the project 

(j) the appointment of any vacancy to the TMT 

(k) final approval of deliverables proposed by the TMT 

(l) provide information to and support the project Coordinator for preparing meetings with the Shift2Rail JU 

(m) identify information, results and knowledge that is subject to protection, restricted use or wide 

dissemination and propose appropriate measures 
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(n) foster the solution of IPR disputes among the project partners and oversee IPR arrangements 

(o) decide upon additional internal periodic financial or technical progress checks to the periodic reports as per 

GA 

(p) decide upon potential conflict of interests when one project partner enters into subcontract for the project 

(q) review and approve proposals for activities of the consortium to contribute to standardization bodies 

Steering Committee decisions shall be taken by a majority of at least two thirds of all votes. For 
the avoidance of doubt, decisions of the Steering Committee may not unilaterally impose 
additional obligations on a project partner which such project partner does not agree to accept. 

The following decisions can only be taken by the Steering Committee: 

(a) decisions on any proposal made by the TMT for the allocation of the project’s budget in accordance with the 

GA, and review and propose budget reallocations to the project partners 

(b) decisions upon material changes to the project plan; 

(c) decisions upon proposals from the TMT for the plan for use and the dissemination of results 

(d) decisions to determine the distribution of funds in case of partly rejected Work Package(s) in accordance 

with the rules set out in section 5.2 of the CA (and related discussions due to the project being a Lump Sum 

project) 

5.3 Technical Management Team 

The Technical Management Team (TMT) is responsible for monitoring the implementation of the 
technical plan and ensuring alignment of works and consistency across WPs in the deliverables 
so that the global objectives of the project are ensured.  

In2Track3 TMT consists of Trafikverket (chair), Acciona, Railenium, Hitachi, IP, Network Rail, 
SNCF-Reseau and Virtual Vehicle. Participants are chosen from their role as WP leaders and 
Shift2Rail founding members. 
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The TMT shall: 

(a) implement communication, information and management processes for collective team and consensus 

building 

(b) identify and solve cross-WP technical issues 

(c) review and provide preliminary approval of deliverables 

(d) identify deviations of the work compared to the work plan 

(e) trigger any correcting activities when deviations are found 

(f) report periodically (or when decisions are required) to the SC 

(g) escalate to the SC on key technical issues 

(h) review and propose budget reallocations to the project partners 

(i) make proposals to the SC for reallocation of the project budget in accordance with the GA 

(j) approve Project Baseline (schedule, effort and budget allocation, milestones and deliverables) 

(k) propose to the SC the plan for using and disseminating the results 

(l) make proposals to the SC that the SC should serve notice on a defaulting partner and that the SC decide to 

assign the defaulting partner's tasks to one or more specific Legal Entity(ies) (preferably chosen from the 

remaining partners) 

(m) support the Coordinator in preparing meetings with the Shift2Rail JU and in preparing related data and 

deliverables 

(n) prepare and implement the content and timing of press releases and joint publications by the consortium 

or proposed by the Shift2Rail JU in respect of the procedures of Article 29 of the GA 

(o) propose the dissemination plan for approval by the SC, and provide the Coordinator and/or the 

dissemination team with supporting material (e.g. data, pictures, diagrams or relevant results) 

(p) propose to the SC terms and conditions of access rights to background and knowledge or pre-existing 

background and knowledge aligned with Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking and its GA 

(q) identification of IPR issues and preparation of proposals for the SC 

(r) compile and review periodic reports to be submitted to the Shift2Rail JU 

(s) make proposals to the SC to establish collaboration agreement with other consortia 

(t) ensure the correct and continuous use of the Shift2Rail Cooperation Tool for all activities of the project by 

all partners 

In the case of abandoned or revised tasks as a result of a decision of the SC, the TMT shall advise 
the SC on ways to rearrange tasks and budgets of the partners concerned. Such rearrangement 
shall take into consideration the legitimate commitments taken prior to the decisions, which 
cannot be cancelled. 

TMT decisions shall be taken by a majority of at least two thirds of all votes. For the avoidance 
of doubt, decisions of the TMT may not unilaterally impose additional obligations on a partner 
which such partner does not agree to accept. 

The following decisions shall be taken by the TMT: 

(a) decide upon measures to ensure the effective day-to-day coordination and monitoring of the progress of the 

technical work affecting the Action as a whole 

(b) decide upon the technical roadmaps with regard to the Action 

5.4 Work Package leaders 

Each work package is led by a WP Leader, who shall ensure both a good management of their 
work package, and a constructive involvement of all involved partners during the project. Each 
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WP Leader must nominate a deputy (working in its own organisation or for another Project 
partner) who will ensure the proper running of the works in punctual cases of non-availability of 
the WP Leader.  

WP Leaders will ensure achievements to technical objectives of their work package including: 

(a) manage the activities of their assigned work package(s) 

(b) management of task leaders 

(c) coordination of the work to be carried out (through meeting organisation and actions follow up) 

(d) monitor the achievement of milestones 

(e) notification to the TMT and the Coordinator of any deviation (time and resources, technical issues, 

management issue within the work package) 

(f) validation of the quality of the deliverables 

(g) timely submission of deliverables 

(h) facilitate efficient use of resources (financial, manpower, time) 

(i) interaction with the other WPs 

(j) collection of the technical information needed to prepare periodic progress reports and transmit them to 

the TMT and Coordinator 

(k) archive all documents related to their WP on the dedicated intra-consortium communication platform 

(l) identify results generated and report to the TMT and the Coordinator, including assessment of potential use 

and proposed protection policy 

In order to ensure horizontal interactions, all WP Leaders of the technical WPs are part of the 
TMT. The WP Leaders will also transmit information from the Coordinator and from the TMT to 
the partners involved in their work package. 

5.5 Task leaders 

Each WP is broken down into tasks, led by a Task leader. The Task leader is responsible for the 
parts in each deliverable assigned to the specific task. This is identified in each deliverable, where 
the person (individual, not company) responsible for each task or sub-task is named. 

5.6 Amendments 

If a partner wishes to make an amendment, the template available on ProjectPlace shall be used. 

If the amendment involves more than two partners and has technical or scientific implications, it 

should be discussed in the TMT. Otherwise, it is sent to the Coordinator who makes the final 

decision together with the SC. 

   

https://service.projectplace.com/pp/pp.cgi/r1623390284
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6 Internal communication 

6.1 Cooperation Tool 

 

The Shift2Rail JU provides the project with a web-based project tool, Cooperation Tool (CT). 
Functionalities available in the tool include, but are not limited to, 

 Document storage of final versions of reports, minutes etc 

 Contact list to partners and persons involved in the project 

 Publication tool for the project website (News) 

 Meeting management  

 Financial reporting 

All project partners have access to CT, and the Coordinator or other 
project partners can assist in adding members to the website. Partners are 
responsible for ensuring that the contact information provided is up to 
date. 

CT is the primary mean for final storage of reports, minutes and 
deliverables, as well as publication for the project website. Each WP has 
their own domain  

All official meetings, including SC/TMT/WP meetings and Task meetings should be registered on 
the cooperation tool.  

CT will be managed by a limited number of project partners, but all participants have access to 
the site. 

 

6.2 Projectplace 

 

https://www.cooperationtool.eu/projects/
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The day-to-day exchange of documents, as well as location of common project documents such 
as CA, GA etc is on Projectplace. The project is divided into of 6 workspaces; one for each 
technical WP (WP1-5) and one for all of the three administrative WPs (6-8).  

What to store on Projectplace: 

 Deliverables in their latest version, properly named (see further Section 9.1) 

 Document templates for presentations, reports/deliverables, minutes 

 Project logotypes in various formats 

 Follow-up on the review process for deliverables (see further Section 0) 

 Amendments 

 Meeting minutes and presentations 

 Other documentation useful for executing the project 

Documentation related to the management, planning and execution of the project shall be 
available on Projectplace, and project participants have access to all workspaces. 

In order to avoid too many e-mails, the Comment function in Projectplace could be used to 
notify certain persons in the project (for instance meeting participants that the minutes are 
published). If participants use the Projectplace app, they will receive a notification there as well. 

 

When doing so, the persons written with the @ sign before, gets a notification and a direct link 
to the document. 

https://service.projectplace.com/
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6.3 E-mail 

In order to keep the number of e-mails at a reasonable level, a few hygiene factors should be 
applied 

 Make sure that only those who need the information is on the distribution list (avoid spamming) 

 Due to the large number of projects many project members participate in, begin the e-mail subject 

with “I2T3” to make sorting and filtering easier 

6.4 Meetings 

In2Track3 has its participants spread over 11 European countries and many more locations. Face 
to Face meetings will not always be feasible or even useful, and in those situations 
teleconferences is an option. Choice of teleconference tool is up to the meeting organiser, but 
try and keep in mind to choose a tool easily available with respect to firewalls. 

In order for partners to have basis for financial claims on travel costs, a list of participants should 
be enclosed all meeting minutes. If meeting minutes are not taken at a specific meeting, a 
participants’ list must be stored to show who participated. 

Meetings are called for ad hoc when there is a demand, but two types of meetings occur on a 
regular basis; 

 Steering Committee – twice a year, F2F if possible 

 Technical Management Team – 3-4 times a year, of which a maximum of two are F2F 

For these two meetings, agenda is to be sent out 15 calendar days ahead of meeting (as 
stipulated in the CA). Draft of minutes from the meetings shall be distributed. Both agenda and 
minutes are preferably posted in Projectplace with @-comment to participants. 

Meeting invitations should preferably be labelled “I2T3 WPx/TMT/SC” for clarity. 
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7 External communication 

7.1 Dissemination 

Dissemination of results has high priority within the Shift2Rail JU. It is important that the projects 
gets the results out to the concerned parties and, if possible, the general public. 

From the GA section 29.1: 

Unless it goes against their legitimate interests, each beneficiary must — as soon as possible — 
disseminate its results by disclosing them to the public by appropriate means (other  than those 
resulting from protecting or exploiting the results), including in scientific publications (in any medium)   

 

Notice to partners before publishing 

When a partner is planning to publish results (where 
more than one partner is contributing) from the project 
during the project time and for the next 4 years (i.e. until 
the end of 2027), the other contributing project partners 
shall be given notice by the publishing partner at least 30 
calendar days before planned publication date (as 
agreed in the Consortium Agreement).  

If a partner has an objection to the publication, they shall 
inform all partners, in writing, within 20 calendar days 
after the receipt of the written notice. If no objection is 
made within the time limit stated above, the publication 
is permitted. 

 

An objection is justified if  

a) the protection of the objecting Party's Results or Background is 

adversely affected; and  

b) the proposed publication includes Confidential Information of 

the objecting Party;  

c) the objecting Party's legitimate academic or commercial interests would be significantly harmed 

 

Any objection shall include, to the extent possible, a precise request for necessary modifications. 

The Projectplace shall be used to share publications and give notifications during the project 
lifetime; in the workspace for WP6-8 there is a designated folder, see Figure 5.1-1. The 
Dissemination and exploitation sheet available on Projectplace, workspace for WP6-8 > 
Documents > WP8 must be filled out, in order for the project to keep track of the dissemination 
activities. 

Each beneficiary must ensure open access (free of charge online access for any user) in 

Figure 5.1-1 The Publications folder 

shall be used for sharing publications 
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accordance to Article 29.2 to all peer-reviewed scientific publications relating to its results. 

For publications after the project lifetime where notice shall be given according to the above, 
other means for giving notice must be explored. 

7.1.1 Project Website 

In2Track3 has two websites; one official in the Shift2Rail website umbrella (IN2TRACK3 
(shift2rail.org)), and one unofficial at www.in2track3.com. The reason behind keeping two 
websites is the possibilities for disseminating the project activities. The Shift2Rail website lacks 
somewhat in user friendliness when it comes to publishing through the Cooperation Tool. It also 
seems to lack the possibility of linking to specific news articles on the site, for instance through 
social media. It will always be linked to the general news page where the reader will have to 
navigate around to find the specific article they were interested in. 

 

Figure 7.1.1-1 In2Track3 on the Shift2Rail website 

The project will add the required information and updates to the Shift2Rail website. 

In2Track3.com is a website built up and managed by the project itself. The layout follows the 
layout of In2Rail which had a similar website, but is also in line with the Shift2Rail structure. The 
first page is a feed with all new posts about the project. Posts are then sorted under the different 
tabs to make it easier to find information on just one work package for instance. The site is used 
to connect shorter posts in social media with deeper information on the website. 

https://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip3_n.aspx?p=IN2TRACK3
https://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip3_n.aspx?p=IN2TRACK3
http://www.in2track3.com/
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Figure 7.1.1-2 In2Track3 on the external site 

The webpage was set-up on March 5th, and over the first 20 days had 222 visitors and 500 views 
on the 10 posts that have been made. 

7.1.2 LinkedIn 

The project set up a LinkedIn page in October 2021. By March, it had some 250 followers. The 
aim is to publish news around twice a week; technical news on advances within the research but 
also information about the project partners and to give more background on the people engaged 
in the project. 

All articles on LinkedIn are linked to in2track3.com. 

7.1.3 Twitter 

@In2Track3 is the twitter handle for the project. Activity until March 2022 has been slow or non-
existent, but from March 2022 the activity level has picked up. Posts on the website are linked to 
Twitter. 
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7.1.4 Shift2Rail channels 

Projects are expected to send in news to Shift2Rail through a google sheet. In2Track has so far 
sent in 5-10 posts, but only seen one of them in the feed. It is highly unclear where the 
information sent in is published. 

7.2 Acknowledgements, logotypes 

All external communication such as presentations and reports, shall include the following text: 

This project has received funding from the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking under the European Union’s Horizon 
2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101012456 

Unless the JU requests or agrees otherwise or unless it is impossible, any dissemination of results 
(in any form, including electronic) must: 

a) display the JU logo and 

b) display the EU emblem and 

c) include the following text: “This project has received funding from the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking (JU) under 

grant agreement No 101012456. The JU receives support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research 

and innovation programme and the Shift2Rail JU members other than the Union” 

When displayed together with another logo, the JU logo and the EU emblem must have 
appropriate prominence. 

The project partners may use the JU logo and the EU emblem for project dissemination purposes 
without first obtaining approval from the JU or the Commission, see Article 29.4 in the GA. 
Project logos and the current logos to use for JU and EU are available in Projectplace, workspace 
for WP6-8 > Documents. 
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8 Reporting and reviews 

8.1 Periodic reports and reviews 

The project is divided into three reporting periods (RP) of 12 months; 

RP Mi-Mj Date from Date to 

1 M1-M12 01/01/2021 31/12/2021 

2 M13-M24 01/01/2022 31/12/2022 

3 M25-M36 01/01/2023 31/12/2023 

 

The planned scientific and technical reviews are RV1 M16 (30/04/2022) and RV2 M28 
(30/04/2023). 

8.2 Deliverables 

There are 30 deliverables in the project, spanning from M6-M36, see Figure 8-1.  

20232021 Apr-21 Jul-21 Oct-21 Jan-22 Apr-22 Jul-22 Oct-22 Jan-23 Apr-23 Jul-23 Oct-23

Nov 23

D6.2

D7.1

D8.4 

Jun 21

D6.1

D8.1 

Aug 21

D8.2 
Jun 23

D1.3
Mar 23

D1.2 

Jun 22

D2.1

D4.1

D4.2

Apr 22

D3.1

D3.2

Mar 22

D1.1 

Dec 21

D5.1

D8.3 

Apr 23

D5.2 

D5.3 

D5.4 

D5.5 

D5.6 

Sep 23

D2.2

D2.3

D2.4

D2.5

D2.6

D3.3

D3.4

D4.3

D4.4

 

Figure 8-1 Project deliverable dates 

8.2.1 Deliverable template 

All deliverables shall be made in the deliverable template formats provided by Shift2Rail. The 
internal structure of the technical deliverables shall follow the skeleton structure setup in the 
beginning of the project by the scientific coordinator, unless agreed otherwise. 

The template is available at Projectplace. 

The deliverables shall have the Shift2Rail disclaimer included, which is already available in the 
template. 

  

https://service.projectplace.com/pp/pp.cgi/r1623316070
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8.2.2 aReferences 

References must be according to Chicago style using author–date referencing style. The style of 
referencing is extensively detailed in https://libguides.williams.edu/citing/chicago-author-date 
and https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide/citation-guide-2.html 

8.2.3 Confidentiality levels 

Each deliverable in the project has one of two confidentiality levels; Public (PU) or Confidential 
(CO). 

CO – only for members of the Consortium, including the Commission  

PU – available publicly on the project website   

https://libguides.williams.edu/citing/chicago-author-date
https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide/citation-guide-2.html
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8.3 Deliverables review process 

8.3.1 Objectives 

a) Ensure that all objectives in each task in the GA are being accomplished  

b) Ensure TRL reaches at least what is stated in GA 

c) Ensure sufficient scientific depth and presentation quality 

d) Ensure coherent layout and language and Chicago style, author–date referencing 
throughout the deliverables 

Objectives according to the above list are checked at different occasions in the review process. 

If a partner realizes that any or several of the objectives above cannot be met, they must notify 
the Task Leader as soon as possible in order to find a solution (e.g. help from other partner or 
amendment to the GA). 

a) Ensure that all objectives in each task in the GA are being 
accomplished 

When: Before submission of all milestones and deliverables that are or will feed into final 
deliverables that will show how the demands in the GA are being accomplished. 

Who: Partner, Task Leader and Scientific Coordinator  

Assessed continuously throughout the project. For (WP-relevant milestone) each partner will 
state if and how the GA will be met.  

Relevant midterm deliverables or milestones are reviewed by task leader and involved 
partner(s), sent to WP-leader for compilation, and then to scientific coordinator for review. If 
there is any doubt about whether a GA objective can be met, a meeting should be initiated by 
the relevant partner(s) and involve Task Leader and WP-leader. 

When submitting their respective part to final deliverables, partners are required to check that 
all GA objectives are met. When reviewing final deliverables this will also be checked by Task 
Leader and Scientific Coordinator.   

b) Ensure TRL at least according to GA 

When: Before submission of all relevant milestones and deliverables 

Who: Partner, Task Leader and Scientific Coordinator 

This only applies for tasks which have a TRL stated. When submitting their contribution to 
milestones or midterm deliverables, partners will either indicate that the TRL is being achieved 
or, if not, which level that will be achieved. If the new expected TRL is lower, a motivation is 
required. Subsequently a contract amendment has to be written and approved by the JU in the 
case of a lower TRL. 

Midterm deliverables will be reviewed by task leaders also to verify that TRL levels are reached. 
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If there is any doubt, the task leader will contact the relevant partner to discuss the issue. 

While reviewing final deliverables, task leader and scientific coordinator will make a final check 
of the TRL level. 

c) Ensure sufficient scientific depth and presentation quality 

When: Continuously and specifically during task leader and scientific coordinator review of final 
deliverables. 

Who: Partner, Task Leader and Scientific Coordinator 

It is every partners responsibility to ensure sufficient scientific depth.The assessment will be 
made continuously by all involved project partners during e.g. technical meetings. In particular 
this will be assessed when midterm deliverables are reviewed by the task leader. The task leader 
will notify involved partners and WP leader in cases where the scientific level is considered to be 
insufficient. A more detailed assessment is made during task leader and scientific coordinator 
review of final deliverables. However, if it is discovered during the review of final deliverables 
that the scientific depth is too shallow there might not be enough time to fix it. There is thus a 
high need for continuous assessment by the responsible partner. 

d) Language, Layout and references 

When: During TMT review 

Who: Responsibility of WP lead  

Every partner should aim to get the document layout and referencing as good as possible. The 
quality will be assessed by the WP leader in parallel to TMT review of final deliverables. 
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8.3.2 Review times and order 

All technical reports due for submission are reviewed to assure that the topics listed above are 
addressed.  

The review phase is initiated when all partners have finalised their part(s) of a report and the full 
report has been compiled by the WP leader. At this time the text shall already have gone through 
internal reviews by appropriate reviewers at the respective partner’s organisation, see Figure 
6.3.2-1.  

The project review is done by the Scientific Coordinator (WP7 leader) and the Task leader  with 
respect to points a)-c) above. The review is to take a maximum of 4 weeks, and the purpose is to 
ensure that the objectives listed in the GA are accomplished, that the stated TRL levels are met, 
and that the scientific depth and presentation quality is sufficient. 

If these three items are not fulfilled, there is no ground for believing that the deliverable in 
question will be approved by the JU. It then needs to be reworked within the timeframe given. It 
is therefore of major importance that the work is internally reviewed ahead of . 

Corrections and potential updates are done within the 4 week time allocated for , then 
another 4 weeks for the TMT review . At that time of , the report should be so close to its 
final version that a one week rectification is sufficient in . The mitigated report is then 
subjected to a short final review by the Coordinator before submitting the deliverable . 

  

 

Figure 8.3.2-8-2 Review times for deliverables in In2Track3 

WP5 has agreed internally on shorter review times, with 2 weeks for , two for  and  each, 
and one week each for -. They hereby have an 8 week review process, as compared to WP1-
4 which has 14 weeks. 

No Deliverable title Lead Due date 
Partner 
finished 
writing 

D5.1  Scientific method descriptions for tunnel and bridge I2T3 demonstrators  TRV  2021-12-31 2021-10-29 

D1.1  Enhanced S&C system midterm report  NR  2022-03-31 2021-12-23 

D3.1  Midterm report, Optimised Track maintenance  TRV  2022-04-30 2022-01-22 

D3.2  Midterm report, Wheel/rail interaction, simulations and track monitoring  TRV  2022-04-30 2022-01-22 
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No Deliverable title Lead Due date 
Partner 
finished 
writing 

D2.1  Next Generation S&C Interim Report  RAILEN  2022-06-30 2022-03-24 

D4.1  Next Generation Track System Design Interim Report  RAILEN  2022-06-30 2022-03-24 

D4.2  Next Generation Track Inspection and Maintenance Interim Report  RAILEN  2022-06-30 2022-03-24 

D1.2  Scientific Methods and technical Concepts  on Enhanced Switches & Crossings  NR  2023-03-31 2022-12-23 
D5.2  Performed tunnel health monitoring I2T3 demonstrators  TRV  2023-04-30 2023-02-24 

D5.3  Performed tunnel improvement I2T3 demonstrators  TRV  2023-04-30 2023-02-24 

D5.4  Performed bridge health monitoring I2T3 demonstrators  TRV  2023-04-30 2023-02-24 

D5.5  Performed bridge service capability improvement I2T3 demonstrators  TRV  2023-04-30 2023-02-24 

D5.6  Performed high-speed low-cost bridges I2T3 demonstrators  TRV  2023-04-30 2023-02-24 

D1.3  Enhanced S&C system final report  NR  2023-06-30 2023-03-24 

D2.2  NG S&C Modelling and simulations final report  RAILEN  2023-09-30 2023-06-24 
D2.3  NG S&C Prototype Manufacture, Lab Testing and Model Calibr & Valid final 

report  
RAILEN  2023-09-30 2023-06-24 

D2.4  NG S&C Integration and Installation into Industry  Relevant Environment  RAILEN  2023-09-30 2023-06-24 

D2.5  Radical New S&C Concept Design final report  RAILEN  2023-09-30 2023-06-24 

D2.6  Autonomous Inspection & Repair of Next Generation S&C  RAILEN  2023-09-30 2023-06-24 

D4.3  NG Track System Design Final Report  RAILEN  2023-09-30 2023-06-24 

D4.4  NG Track Inspection and Maintenance Final Report  RAILEN  2023-09-30 2023-06-24 
D3.3  Optimised Track Maintenance  TRV  2023-09-30 2023-06-24 

D3.4  Wheel/rail interaction, simulations and track monitoring  TRV  2023-09-30 2023-06-24 

8.4 Work Progress Chart 

In2Track3 has a large number of deliverables, milestones, tasks and subtasks. These, together 
with the report structures and their progress in time, can be quite difficult to keep track of. This 
is why the project has a Work Progress Chart. 

The purpose of the document is to give an easily accessible overview of status of work for each 
WP deliverable on each section of the deliverable, see example in Figure 6.4-1. The document 
also shows whom to contact with questions regarding work with the deliverables. 

The Work Progress Chart will be discussed in TMT meetings, and it is the WP leaders’ 
responsibility to ensure that it is properly filled out. 

 

Figure 8.4-1 Snapshot of WPC for WP5 June 2021 

The Work Progress Chart is available on Projectplace. 
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9 Document management 

9.1 Naming documents 

The skeletons for the deliverables are available for download at its workspace in Projectplace. 

1. Download the skeleton you want to work with 
2. Turn on “Track changes” and write the text in the sections you are working on 
3. Rename the document according to this: I2T3-DXX_MSYY-YYYYMMDDXX-secZZZ, where 

 Red is not to be changed, it is the identification of the deliverable (Deliverable X.X, 
Milestone Y.Y) 

 Yellow is the date when the document was changed in format above (25 October 
2021 would be 20210225) 

 Teal is the initials for who made the changes (for Real Nowhereman it would be RN) 

 Grey is the number of the section that has been edited, without punctuation marks. If 
more than one section is changed, separate with underscore (211_213 if 2.1.1 and 
2.1.3 have been modified) 

4. Upload the updated deliverable report to the place in Projectplace where you downloaded it 

 

Example: If Real Nowhereman had made changes in D2.1 chapter 2.1.3 today as part of 
Milestone 2.1, he would name the document I2T3-D21_MS21-20210225RN-sec213 

I2T3-D21_MS21-20210225RN-sec213 

9.2 Document templates 

In2Track3 templates are available for presentations (pptx), minutes of meeting (docx), report 
(docx) and a general document template (docx). All are available on Projectplace WP6-8 -> 
Documents. 

9.3 Document categories 

There are a number of document categories, used when uploading documents the correct way 
to Cooperation Tool. Their abbreviations and description are listed below: 

Type Category Description 

A Administrative Any administrative document except contractual documents 
B Meeting Agenda, Presentation or 

Minutes 
Meeting Agenda, Presentation or Minutes 

C Contractual document Consortium Agreement, Grant Agreement and their approved amendments 
D Deliverable Deliverable identified as such under the Grant Agreement, x indicates the 

corresponding WP, y the number of the deliverable according Grant 
Agreement. 

E EC Document Document provided by EC (general rules, guidelines or EC experts documents) 
M Model (template) MS-Office document templates including IN2TRACK2 visual identity 
P Periodic Report All intermediate/periodic reports except those listed as deliverables. May be a 

WP intermediate report or a project intermediate report requested by the 
Grant Agreement but not listed as deliverable. 
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Type Category Description 
R Deliverable Review Sheet Filled review sheet used to gather peer review comments on a deliverable 
S Risk Sheet Filled risk sheet 
T Technical Contribution Technical document contributing to a task/deliverable but not part of the 

deliverable 
W Proposal Proposal for changes to the Consortium Agreement or Grant Agreement 
X External Reference Document approved for external dissemination but not listed as deliverable 

 

 

 

10 Risk management 

In2Track3 is a follow-up project to In2Track2, a project that suffers from delays in several work 
packages. Some delays have direct impact on work in In2Track3, and risk management is 
therefore central to the project. Regular internal Project/WP/Task check-ins and/or reporting will 
be carried out in order to as early as possible identify potential problems and obstacles in order 
to initiate actions to handle risks that occur or can be foreseen.  

Risks should be proactively identified and managed through the course of the project. To aid this, 
each WP has their own risk management document, where a risk register log is maintained by 
the WP leader or other person that (s)he appoints. 

The risks and opportunities in the log shall be described by 

 Risk description/identification 

o WP in which the risk is expected to occur 

o Partner/Partners involved in the activity causing the risk 

o Identify whether it is a risk (negative) or an opportunity (positive) 

o Cause; what caused the risk? 

o Effect; what will the effect be if the risk/opportunity occurs? 

o Risk owner 

o Likelihood that the risk occurs 

o Consequence on time, quality and costs respectively 

 Risk treatment 

o Risk response 

o Actions planned 

o Due date 

 Follow-up 

o Date 

o Status 
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11 Conclusions  

In2Track3 is somewhat stretching the framework for a traditional Shift2Rail project. The reason 
for this is to enable and manage a more active dissemination process where the project has 
control over what is being published. 

The active work with dissemination has only just begun early 2022 and it is too early to evaluate 
the impact compared to a traditional Shift2Rail setup, but it looks promising. 
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13 Appendices  

Minutes’ template available on ProjectPlace. 

 

https://service.projectplace.com/pp/pp.cgi/r529995178

